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SUMMARY 

The presence of many acoustic emission secondary maxima indicates the variety of material 
composition and structure of the rock, a set of allotigenic and authigenic minerals, cement 
composition, texture, and conveys, to some extent, the nature of the dia- and catagenetic 
processes. The measuring of internal friction background Q-10 after temperature, mechanical 
treatments gives information about the changes of the elastic strains σi fields in rock. The 
elastic modulus Е, the shear modulus G, Poisson coefficient μ, internal friction Q-1 are 
dependent from the texture, microcrack formation, minerals anisotropy. The analysis of the 
elastic anisotropy parameters sedimentary rocks SiO2 showed that the rhombic approximation 
provided the maximum harmonization of the calculated and the experimental data and the 
efficiency of using the invariant-polarization method to solve the acoustic texture analysis 
problems. The general conclusions were obtained: they are represented by fine grains with 
grain sizes d ˂ 100 mkm, the same range of values of quasi-longitudinal ultrasonic velocity 
VP, elastic module E, “fast” quasi-transverse ultrasound velocity VS, shear module G, Puasson 
coefficient μ, Debye temperature θD, the open porosity coefficient KPO is high. 
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Introduction 
The nondestructive method internal friction (IF) concerns the technologies of search and investigation 
of rock-collectors, it can be used for the increase in efficiency of the seismic exploration by search and 
investigation of the oil and gas fields and the reliability of the assessment of petrophysics parameters 
and parameters of productivity of rock-collectors. It allows to establish the structural defects spectrum 
from the analysis of  the IF maxima provisions, from the relaxation time τ duration and from their 
contribution to attenuations of the elastic vibrations (Golyamina, 1979). Internal friction (IF) maximums 
Q-1

М , that appear point defects, it is possible it was to look after subject to the condition heating of SiO2 
with speed V = ΔT/Δt ˃ 0.1 K/sec. The anharmonic effects are studied on measuring of elastic 
characteristics descriptions of crystals, because elastic constants Cijkl is determined through the second 
derived quantity from energy of co-operation between the atoms of crystalline grate on deformation. 
As the variation of anharmonic effects is small, it is necessary to choose the high-fidelity measuring 
methods, which would allow to find out these changes (Vyzhva, 2004). 
 
Methods and rocks 
The size of a time at fine-grained SiO2 sandstones was about d ≈ 50 mkm, are present as it is open and 
closed types of porosity. The jointing carries signs of several generation; cracks are healed by calcite 
and dolomite; there are cracks without filler. Inelastic IF Q-1 and elastic Е characteristics are essentially 
depended on the morphology of the surface layer. 3D atomic-force microscopy (AFM) of the 
microstructure image of SiO2 is represented in fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1 3D atomic-force microscopy (AFM) of the microstructure image of SiO2 (15х15x103 nm; 
1х1x103 nm). 
 
The SiO2 surface after laser irradiation is shown in fig. 2. This process in a set of time phases mimics 
the "volcanic eruption". 

 
Figure 2 The SiO2 surface after the nanosecond laser irradiation by the ruby laser with the intensity of 
I ≈ 300 Mw/cm2 with the dose D = 4xI and the ruby laser pulse duration τ ≈ 20 ns with the wavelength 
λ = 694 nm. The circle indicates the area of the laser irradiation (x56). 
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The acoustic emission (AE) technique at a frequency f║ = 0.200 ÷ 0.500 MHz α = 70 dB to measure the 
elastic waves velocities V║, V┴ is shown in fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3 The installation of acoustic emission equipment at the frequency f║ = 0.2 ÷ 0.5 MHz α = 70 
dB for measuring the elastic longitudinal wave velocity V║. 
 
The total amplification of the recording equipment based on a specialized acoustic emission device AF-
15 was α = 60÷70 dB. The pulse power of the ruby laser I ≈300 MW/cm2. The duration of the ruby laser 
pulse τ ≈ 20 nsec with a wavelength λ = 694 nm. The area of the laser spot was So ≈ 1x1 mm2. The 
experimental methods were used: the metallography optical supervision of microstructure by means of 
the microscope ”LOMO MVT”, atomic-force microscopy (AFM) with high resolution. Ultrasonic (US) 
pulse-phase method for determining the velocities of elastic waves using USMV-LETI, modernized 
USMV-KNU and computerized “KERN-4” in fig. 4, fig. 5, fig. 6 with frequencies f║ ≈ 1 MHz and f┴ ≈ 
0,7 MHz, US invariant-polarization method for determining the effective acoustic μil and elastic 
constants Cijkl were used (Onanko et al., 2019, 2020). The measured velocity error was equal to ΔV/V 
= 0,5÷1,5%. 

 

Figure 4 Modernized USMV-KNU equipment 
operating at frequencies f1 ≈ 1.67 MHz and f2 
≈ 5 MHz: 1 – SiO2, 2 - delays, 3 - generator, 4 
- receiver, 5 - two-channel oscilloscope. 
 

 

Figure 5 The source of disturbances and the 
receiver - piezoquartz, the sound in SiO2. 
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Figure 6 The illustration of the window for 
processing data of elastic waves velocity V║ 
measurements in SiO2 by echo-impulse 
method at frequency f║≈1 MHz and the 
presence of computer device KERN-4. 

 

 
Experimental results and discussion 
In fig. 7a and 7b the picture of AE after irradiation by the ruby laser in SiO2 is showed. 
 

 

Figure 7 Acoustic emission a) – after irradiation in SiO2 by the nanosecond ruby laser with intensity 
I ≈ 300 MW/cm2; 2 V/p, 250 µs/p. b) – the ruby laser width τ ≈ 20 ns with wavelength λ =  694 nm. 
 
As the result of the thermoelastic stresses Ϭi relaxation with temperature gradient over time ∂T/∂t = 
(55±100).109 K/sec and the spatial temperature gradient ∂T/∂x = (1±2).104 K/cm on the SiO2 surface 
the depth of laser removal was approximately Δh ≈ 10000 nm in fig. 8b. 

 a  b  
Figure 8 a The irradiation in quartzite by the ruby laser; 1 V/g, 10 μs/g; b The quartzite surface after 
the nanosecond laser irradiation (x250). 
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The acoustic emission quartzite spectrum is in fig. 8a in contrast to cemented sedimentary rocks with 
granular porosity, on the one hand, and igneous rocks with low primary porosity, on the other hand, the 
presence of many secondary maxima. Their presence indicates the variety of material composition and 
structure of the rock, a set of allotigenic and authigenic minerals, cement composition, texture, and 
conveys, to some extent, the nature of the dia- and catagenetic processes. 
The Poisson coefficient μ is equal to ratio of relative transversal compression to relative longitudinal 
lengthening and equal (Golyamina, 1979): 
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                                                  (1) 

Debye model sets the conditions existence stand waves in solid state. The quantum nature of elementary 
oscillators takes into consideration. The thermal capacity – parameter of the thermodynamic system 
equilibrium state in Debye model. Тherefore waves, that elementary oscillators excite, can’t carry the 
energy. There are stand waves. One oscillator produce 3 waves: 1 longitudinal and 2 transversal. Debye 
temperature θD was determined after the formula (Golyamina, 1979): 
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where kB - Bol'cman constant, h - Plank constant, NA - Avogadro number, A - middle gram-molecular 
mass, ρ - density, V‖ - longitudinal US velocity, V┴ - transversal US velocity. Elastic waves pulses are 
discovered from micro fractures that of probably connected with elastic balance in SiO2. Poisson 
coefficient μ = 0,2996, Debye temperature θD = 267,0 К SiO2 were determined. 
 
Conclusions 
1. The crater fusion depth Δh at constant intensity I and laser irradiation time t is limited by the local 
heat-conducting and establishment of “time-equilibrium” distribution of temperature gradients ΔТ in 
SiO2 perpendicular to the crater axis and along it at acoustic emission. 

2. Outcomes of the evaluation of dynamic characteristics interstitial atoms Sij, vacancy V and O-
complexes can be applied for account of a condition of an annealing with the purpose of deriving 
specific structural defects in SiO2 at acoustic emission after laser radiation. 
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